Deltek Costpoint is the industry-leading enterprise software solution for government contractors and other project-driven organizations. Companies choose to partner with Deltek to improve their operational efficiency and profitability. Deltek Costpoint users rely on their solution for mission critical financial reporting and management, but many are taking an equally aggressive approach to Quality Management, and are choosing a solution that integrates with their traditional ERP for added functionality.

The TIPQA™ Quality Management System from TIP Technologies is the perfect complement to the Deltek Costpoint solution and helps companies expand upon Quality initiatives. TIP Technologies has the only Quality interface that is Bi-directional and certified with Deltek, and maintains compatibility based on the Deltek Costpoint release schedule.

TIPQA™ leverages the information and value that is already built into the Deltek Costpoint solution by maintaining the information flow from the ERP to TIPQA™ with items such as Commodities, Purchase Order Lines, Receivers, Routings, Personnel, and many more. TIPQA™ also coordinates response information back to Deltek Costpoint for items such as Receiver Inspections, Supplier Status, and Approved Part-to-Supplier.

Data Elements Included in the TIPQA™ Deltek Costpoint Interface:

- Contract/project
- Item Master
- Commodity
- Department
- Vendor
- Vendor Status
- Work Order
- POLine
- Receiver
- Routings/Operations
- and more!

Why choose the TIPQA™ Deltek Costpoint interface?

- Eliminates double entry of data
- Improves data integrity and reduces human error
- Provides real-time communication
- Maintains version compatibility based on Deltek Costpoint release schedule
- No custom programing or mapping required
- Supported and continually enhanced by TIPQA™ since 2008
- Highly respected and recognized by reputation as the leader in Quality

TIPQA™ is essentially a plug-n-play application that seamlessly integrates with Deltek Costpoint, and requires little if any modification, making it easy to stay synced with the latest Deltek Costpoint release cycle. TIP Technologies has many customers in the Aerospace & Defense Industry, Medical Device Manufacturing Industry, and complex manufacturing industries who require a robust Quality solution with more power and flexibility than a traditional ERP can offer.

For more information on integrating a TIPQA™ with Deltek Costpoint, contact us at (262) 544-1211, or visit our website at www.tiptech.com.
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